// PROBLEM OVERVIEW
Deep and dark web sites harbor a massive source of data, content and communication that often goes undetected and untraced. Traditional search engines offer no visibility into these channels, making them a prime market for bad actors looking to share or sell proprietary or personal information. From customer credit card numbers to pilfered product designs these channels represent new risks for your business including data exposure, information leakage and corporate espionage.

// PRODUCT OVERVIEW
ZeroFOX Deep and Dark Web Protection safeguards your business information against data leakage, breaches, and the illegal selling of data on a broad range of deep and dark web sites, forums and chatrooms including TOR, I2P, ZeroNet, Paste Sites and more. ZeroFOX detects the sharing of customer information, account credentials, passport numbers and PII on the deep and dark web that puts your clients, employees, brand and business at risk. ZeroFOX continuously monitors deep and dark channels in order to provide your team with early detection of information leakage, contextual analysis of cyberattacks, and actionable alerts.

// IMMEDIATE TIME-TO-VALUE

Monitor Deep and Dark Channels
ZeroFOX provides broad deep and dark web coverage with millions of unindexed sites, private marketplaces and chat platforms criminals frequent scanned daily

Gain Critical Visibility
See beyond traditional surface web data sources to identify digital threats to your business, executives and customers

Identify Leaked Information
Detect the unauthorized sharing or illegal selling of your proprietary information on the web, from product plans to PII
Comprehensive coverage
ZeroFOX provides complete protection, monitoring and analysis across a broad range of deep and dark web sites, forums and messaging platforms. Beyond deep and dark web coverage, ZeroFOX offers complete social media and digital risk protection for social media networks, mobile apps, surface web sites, marketplaces, collaboration tools and more.

Early threat detection
With continuous scanning and monitoring, ZeroFOX ensures you never miss a critical alert that puts your business, employees or clients at risk. Using the artificial-intelligence driven rule engine, ZeroFOX eliminates the noise and notifies you of relevant threats faster.

Contextual analysis
Each alert comes packaged with complete details including source, network, perpetrator, risk rating and more. With ZeroFOX OnWatch, our team of expert analysts review, triage and escalate critical alerts directly to your team.

Define what to protect
Safeguard key personnel, products, brands, locations and assets from cyber attacks and data breaches

Customize policies and use cases
Quickly fine-tune protection to monitor and protect against corporate espionage and information leakage

Monitor deep and dark channels
Understand your business presence and exposure on deep and dark web sites and messaging platforms

Alert on cyber attacks and data breaches
ZeroFOX detects the sharing and selling of proprietary information and notifies you quickly to prevent further damage

Stop the spread of sensitive information
Understand the early warning signs of cyber attacks and information leakage to protect customers and your business

ZeroFOX, the market leader in social media & digital protection, safeguards modern organizations from dynamic security, brand and physical risks across social, mobile, web and collaboration platforms. Using diverse data sources and artificial intelligence-based analysis, the ZeroFOX Platform identifies and remediates targeted phishing attacks, credential compromise, data exfiltration, brand hijacking, executive and location threats and more. The patented ZeroFOX SaaS technology processes and protects millions of posts, messages and accounts daily across the social and digital landscape, spanning LinkedIn, Facebook, Slack, Twitter, Instagram, Pastebin, YouTube, mobile app stores, the deep & dark web, domains and more.